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Abstract- -This  paper considers the problem of optimal regulator design of linear multlvarlable 
systems with prescribed pole locations and/or poles corresponding to specified relative stability. A 
sequential method based on the frequency-domain optimality condition is proposed for achieving the 
desired pole assimnment and determination f the corresponding quadratic performance index. This 
design method e0rtables the rete0ation of some stable ope~-loop oles and the associated eigenvectors 
in the closed-loop system. An illustrative xample is provided to demonstrate he effectiveness of the 
proposed method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several investigators have studied the problem of finding a proper linear state-feedback that 
would ensure that the closed-loop oles of a given linear system, either single-input single-output 
(SISO) or multi-input multi-output (MIMO), are located in desired positions or within specified 
regions. For a completely controllable system, it is always possible to find a feedback gain to 
achieve this goal. Such a feedback gain, however, is not unique for MIMO systems. This property 
provides the flexibility in design so that the system could be required to meet certain additional 
control specifications, uch as the minimization of a quadratic performance index. Kalman [1] 
and others [2-5] initiated the problem of finding the quadratic performance index for which a 
given feedback system is optimal. The problem of finding a feedback gain and the corresponding 
quadratic performance index so as to locate the poles of a given system in specified positions 
or regions has been studied extensively in the past decade from the time-domain [6-12] and the 
frequency-domain [3-5,13-17] point of view. 
Anderson and Moore [2,6] used a simple transformation of the state and control variables of the 
given system to obtain an optimal feedback gain with the placement of the closed-loop oles in the 
halfplane Re(s) < -a ,  with a chosen as a positive constant. This optimal system would possess 
a prescribed egree of relative stability. Recently Shieh et al. [10,11] have developed a method to 
optimally place the closed-loop system poles within a vertical strip on the negative real axis and a 
horizontal strip on the imaginary axis, respectively. Solheim [8] introduced a technique based on 
successive assignment of one or two poles for the exact optimal pole placement of MIMO systems. 
This method is very well suited for reassigning real eigenvaiues (to real locations); however, for 
complex eigenvalues certain constraints have to be satisfied. All the above methods are based on 
time-domain models. Most of the available frequency-domain techniques for optimal eigenvalue 
assignment are based on the well known root-locus techniques. Pal and Mahalanabis [13] proposed 
an elegant procedure based on the frequency-domain optimality condition for designing feedback 
control for SISO systems with poles restricted to the left of the line Re(s) = -a  or in a cone 
tan- l{ Im(s) /Re(s )}  = 4-0 using simple transformations of the complex variable s. 
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In this paper, we present a sequential method based on the frequency-domain optimality con- 
dition for the design of optimal MIMO systems with the closed-loop oles in prescribed locations 
or with specified relative stability [2,13]. The proposed technique also allows the retention of cer- 
tain stable open-loop oles and corresponding eigenvectors. For pole assignment with prescribed 
relative stability, we will consider the same two cases as considered in [13]. The complex variable 
s in the characteristic polynomial is transformed using simple transformations [18] and applica- 
tion of the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion to this transformed system enables appropriate pole 
assignment within desired regions. Also, at each sequential step, a maximum of two poles are 
assigned. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Consider the stabilizable and detectable time-invariant linear system 
k(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t); x(O) (1) 
where x(t) and u(t) are the n x 1 state vector and m x 1 input vector, respectively. The basic 
problem considered in this paper is to find a state-feedback gain K such that the closed-loop 
system, A - BK,  has its poles at desired positions or in regions corresponding to prescribed 
relative stability and a quadratic performance index of the form 
J = [xr(t)Q~(0 + ur(0Ru(01dt (2) 
is minimized. The weighting matrices Q and R are n x n non-negative d finite and m x m positive 
definite symmetric matrices, respectively. It is well known [6,'/,19] that the performance index in 
(2) is minimized and the closed-loop system asymptotically stable if the feedback control aw is 
chosen as 
u(t) = -R -1BT  px(t) + r(t) ~= -gx( t )  + r(t) (3) 
where K(= R- iBTp)  is the state-feedback gain, r(t) is an m x 1 reference input and P (non- 
negative definite and symmetric) is the unique steady state solution of the algebraic Riccati 
equation 
PBR- IBTp-  ATp- -  PA-  Q = Or, (4) 
The superscript T represents he transpose and On denotes a n x n null matrix. 
The transfer function matrix H(s) of the autonomous part of the system in (1) is given by 
H(s) = (sin - A)-~ B = N(s) lA(s)  (5a) 
where 
N(s) = adj(sln - A)B and A(s) = det(sIn - A) (5b) 
and Ik denotes an k x k identity matrix. Let F(a) = Im+ KH(s) be the return-difference function 
of the closed-loop system. It then follows, from the frequency-domain optimality condition [7,20], 
that 
FT( -s)RF(s)  = R + HT(-s)QH(s)  (6a) 
This optimality condition can be rewritten in terms of the open-loop and closed-loop characteristic 
polynomials as given below [7,20] 
Ac(--s)Ae(s ) = A(--s)A(s) det[Im + R-1HT(-s)QH(s)]  (6b) 
From (6), it can observed that the closed-loop oles, the roots of the closed-loop characteristic 
polynomial A~(s), are the stable roots of the polynomial det[l,, + R-1HT(-s)QH(s)]  = 0. In 
the following, some relations between the optimal state-feedback gain K, the optimal closed-loop 
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eigenvalues (of A - BK)  and corresponding closed-loop eigenvectors and the weighting matr ix 
are described. 
LEMMA 1. [20] Consider the open-loop system in (1) with the eigenva/ues Ai (i = 1, . . .  ,n)  
and the performance index in (2). Also, let the optima/ closed-loop system have eigenvalues 
ai (i = 1,... , n) with ai ~ aj (i ~ j), oq y£ )~i, and the corresponding eigenvectors ~i. Then, 
there exist m x 1 column vectors Pi and wi (i = 1,... , n) given by 
[R + HZ(-ai)QH(ai)]pi = Omxl (7a) 
or 
[A(--ai)RA(ai) + NT(-ai)QN(ai)]wi -- 0r, xl 
where 
,oi = 
The optimal closed-loop eigenvectors are given by 
(7b) 
(7c) 
~i = N(ai)wi (7d) 
The optimal state-feedback gain K becomes 
K = -LOl , . . .  ,p,~][~l, . . .  ,~,~]-t (7e) 
LEMMA 2. Let the modal matrix M of the system matrix A in (1) be decomposed into two block 
eigenvectors M~ and M r as given below 
M [Mx, M~], with M~: zx [MC, , M~_] and M r zx [M+, ' + = = .. .  = . . ,  M,~+] (8a) 
The column vectors M~" ( i = 1,... , n- ) and M+ ( i = 1, . . .  , n +) are the eigenvectors associated 
with the eigenva/ues )~'(i  -- 1 , . . .  ,n - )  and A+(i = 1 . . . .  , n+), respectively, with n = n- + n +. 
The open-loop eigenvalues could be simple or repeated and the corresponding eigenvectors would 
be determined appropriately. A/so, let A~ and M~" be the stable open-loop eigenvalues and the 
associated eigenvectors, respectively, that need to be kept invariant in the closed-loop system, i.e., 
'~i - )~ and ~i = M~- for i - 1,... ,n- ,  where al and ~i are the eigenvalues and the associated 
eigenvectors of the closed-loop system. Now, if a Q matrix is constructed such that [12] 
QM~- = 0,,xl, i = 1, . . .  ,n -  or null(Q) = span(M~,... ,M~_) 
then, the optimal state-feedback gain K becomes 
(8b) 
I f  = - [0 ,nx , l , . . .  ,0 ,~xt ,p ,~-+l , . . .  ,p,][M~,... ,Mn--,~,-+l,. . .  ,~,~]-1 (8c) 
and the optimal closed-loop system A - BK contains the invariant eigenvalues A~- and their 
associated eigenvectors M~- for i = 1 , . . .  , n - .  
PROOF. From (5), for Ai ~ Aj (i ~ j), we can obtain 
- A) adj( ;I. - A) = 0.  (ga) 
Thus, the eigenvector M~" of A associated with A~ is a non-zero column vector or a linear 
combination of the column vectors of adjOt ~ In - A) for A~ ~ )~7" Also, from (7d), (5b) and 
(ga), we have 
~i = N(A.'[)wi = adj()tT I,, - A)Bwi = M~" for i = 1 , . . .  ,n -  (9b) 
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Furthermore, from (7b) and (9b), we obtain 
[A(-A~-)RA(A~-) + NT(-A~')QN(A:[)]w~ = 0~×1 (9c) 
or  
NT(-A~-)QN(A~-)w, = NT(-A~-)Q~i = NT( -A , )QM~ - = 0m×l (9d) 
Hence, if  we choose Q such that Q~i = QM~- = 0nxl, then wi can be any non-zero vector. Since, 
Pi = A(ai )wi  = A(A~-)wl = 0rex1, from (7c), the optimal feedback gain K can be written as 
given in (8c). Since the K given by (8c) is a special case of the K obtained in Lemma 1 with the 
same arguments as used above; thus, the closed-loop system A - BK ,  with K as in (8c), retains 
the eigenvalues A'( and the associated eigenvectors M~" for i = 1,. . .  , n - .  When A'~ = A~, the 
above result can be proved in a similar manner. The method for finding independent eigenvectors 
for the matrices of full degeneracy and/or simple degeneracy can be found in [25]. 
LEMMA 3. Let M be the modal matrix of A defined in Lemma 2 and let the inverse of M be 
given by 
M -I = [M~, l~.fy] -I ~ 
where M~ E R nxn- , My  E R "x'+ , ]t~/~ E R ~-xn and 3:fy E R '~+x" . Then, the desired Q matrix 
that satisfies (8b) becomes 
Q = M[DMy (lOb) 
where D is a n + x n + non-negative definite symmetric matrix. 
PROOF. Since M-1M = In, it can be easily seen that MyM~: = 0n+x. - .  Thus, 
(11) 
The generalized matrix sign function [23,24] can be applied to determine the block eigenvectors 
M~ and My (having real elements) without prior knowledge of the location of the eigenvalues 
(simple or repeated). 
3. POLE  PLACEMENT WITHIN SOME REGIONS 
In the following, we will consider the case of pole placement with specified relative stability and 
obtain conditions for which a second order polynomial will have its roots in specified regions of 
the complex s-plane. 
(a) Poles to the le~ of a vertical line [13]: For the second order polynomial Ae(s) = s 2 + cs + d, 
the roots of At(s) = 0 will lie on or to the left of the vertical ine -a  on the negative real axis 
when the coefficients c and d are chosen to satisfy 
c _> 2a with c > 0, and, (12a) 
d > a (c -  a) with d > 0 (12b) 
(b) Poles in a cone [13]: Given the polynomial Ac(s ) = s ~ + cs + d, its roots will lie on or within 
the cone tan-~{Im(s) / l~(s)}  = 4-8, for a given 0 when the coefficients are chosen to satisfy 
c ~ _> 4d coQO, with c > 0 and d > 0 (13) 
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4. OPTIMAL POLE ASSIGNMENT IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN 
Consider the multivariable system in (1) and the associated performance index in (2). The 
corresponding transfer function matrix H(8) is given in (57 and the characteristic polynomial of 
the open-loop system is A(8). This polynomial can also be written as 
A(s) = A~(s)Av(s) (14a) 
where the roots of A~(s) = 0 are the open-loop eigenvalues that are to be assigned and the roots 
of A~(8) = 0 are the open-loop eigenvalues that are to be kept invariant. We will assume that the 
polynomial A~(s) is of the second order, i.e., Av (s) = s2+ a18 + ao. Similarly, let the closed-loop 
characteristic polynomial At(s) be written as 
Ao(8) = (14b) 
where Ac,(8) = Ai(8) and the roots A¢,(8) = 0 are the assigned closed-loop eigenvalues. Also, 
A¢,(s) = 82 + ci8 + co is also of the second order. 
Let the modal matrix M of A be decomposed into block eigenvectors as in (Sa) and let its 
inverse be given as in (10a). In accordance with the previous notation, n-  = n - 2 and n + -- 2. 
Also, let the weighting matrices for the performance index in (2) be R(> 0) and Q as in (10b) with 
D = ddr, where d E R 2xl is an arbitrary non-zero column vector. Using minor mathematical 
manipulations, the frequency-domain optimality condition in (6b) can be written as 
Ac(--8)Ac(8 ) -" /k(--s)A(8) Jr ]~(S)]~T (--S) (1ha) 
where 
~( 8)]~T (--8) -- [dT i~yN ( s)R-1/2][dT ]t/IyN (_8)R-1/2] T 
Using the property of eigenvectors and eigenvalues, (15b) can be modified as 
(15b) 
]~(8)[3T(--S) -" Ai(8)Ai(-8)[dTw(8)][dTW(-s)] T (15c)  
where W(s) - ~IyN(s)R-1/2/A~(s).  W(8) is a 2 x 2 matrix with its entries being polynomials 
in s and the highest order of any polynomial entry is 1 Cone less than the number of eigenvalues 
to be assigned [6]). Then, from (147 and (15), we have 
Ac.(--S)Ac.(8) -- Av(--s)A~(8) "b dTW(s)WT( -s )d  (16a) 
If d r = [dl, d2], then (16a) can be rewritten in terms of the polynomial coefficients as follows 
84 - 82(c~ - 2c0) Jr c~ = s'  - 82(a~ - 2a0) q- a~ + ( -s2( f t (d l ,  d2)) -{- f2(dl, d2)) (165) 
where 
dTw(s )wT( -s )d  = -s2( f l (d l ,  da)) q- f2(dl, d2) (16c) 
f i(dl,d2) - g~d~ + gi2d~ + g~sdld2, for i = 1,2 (16d) 
Equating coefficients on both sides of (16b), we have the following two non-linear quadratic 
equations to be solved for dl and d2 
or 
- (d  -2Co)  - - 2.o) 
(17a) 
(17b) 
(18a) 
(18b) 
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Assign the two closed-loop eigenvalues or the equivalent parameters (Cl and co) such that the 
right hand sides of (18) are positive. If a solution exists for (18) (or (17)) for a chosen set of 
closed-loop oles, the solution can always be found by the method of elimination [21,22] or with 
the Newton-Raphson method with an appropriate initial guess. The elimination method enables 
one to determine the existence of a solution for d for any arbitrary set of poles. It is also possible 
that more than one d may be obtained for a chosen set of poles. In this situation, a suitable 
feedback gain arising out of all admissible Q(= l(tTdTdi~ly) is to be selected by the designer 
from some other considerations, i.e., entries in the feedback gain matrix, resulting closed-loop 
response, etc. 
If a solution does not exist to the non-linear equations in (18) for a prescribed set of poles, 
then a different set of poles can be assigned or the column vector d can be assigned so that the 
resulting closed-loop system poles lie in a region corresponding to specified relative stability. If 
the closed-loop oles are to be located in a cone ±8 from the negative real axis, then, dl and d2 
can be chosen so that c~ _> 4c0 cos20 with c~, co > 0. The vector d could also be chosen so that 
additional relative stability in terms of a vertical ine (as discussed in Section 3) is also satisfied. 
Once the vector d is solved for from (18) or appropriately assigned, then the weighting matrix 
Q can be determined from (10b). Then, the optimal state-feedback gain K can be obtained 
as given in Lemma 2 (in (8c)). This gain g can also be determined from (3) after solving the 
algebraic Riccati equation in (4). The closed-loop system formed from this gain K would contain 
the n - 2 invariant eigenvalues and the remaining 2 optimal eigenvalues as assigned. 
REMARK. I f  only one eigenvalue is being assigned with MI others kept invariant, then d is only 
a scalar and it can evaluated exactly for a given closed-loop eigenvalue from (16a). 
Sequential Design Procedure 
Step 1: Given the multivariable system in (1) with the transfer function matrix in (5). Set an 
index j = 1. Let A(J) -- A, H(J)(s) = H(s), N(J)(s) = N(s), A(J)(s) = A(s), and A} j) = Ai, i --- 
1, . . .  ,n. Specify R. 
Step 2: Select the open-loop eigenvalues AIj) (i = 1,...  , n-  ) (n- = n -2  or n -  1) that need to be 
kept invariant in the closed-loop system and define those eigenvalues as (A~')(i) (i = 1 . . . . .  n-) .  
Also, define the remaining open-loop eigenvalues as (A+) (j) i = 1,. . .  , n + (n + = 1 or 2), where 
n + = n - n- .  Determine the eigenvectors (M/") (j) and (M+) (j) of A(J) with respect o (A~-)(J) 
and (A+) (j), respectively, and find the inverse of the modal matrix M(J) of A (j) as 
r 1 [M(/)] -1 = [(M 7 )(J), . . .  , (M+)( J ) , . . .  , (M +) ( j ) ] - I  = LA  ,)J (19) 
where ~/,0) E R " -×"  and ~¢(J) E R "+x- 
Step 3: Assign one (n + = 1) or two (n + = 2) closed-loop eigenvalues. If n + = 1, solve the scalar 
d(J)(> 0) from (16a); else, solve the non-linear equations in (18) to obtain the column vector d (j). 
If a solution does not exist to (18), try a different set of eigenvalues or assign d (j) so as to satisfy 
certain specified relative stability. Compute the weighting matrix Q(J) = (I~I(~J))Td(J)(d(J))TI~ j).
The state- feedback gain K(J) can be obtained from (8c). Also, this optimal gain can be given 
by 
K (j) = R-1BTp (j) (20) 
where pC/) is the solution of the algebraic Riccati equation in (4) for (A(J), B) with Q(J) and R 
as the weighting matrices. 
Step 4: Evaluate 
(21a) H(J+l)(s) = H(J)(s)[Im + K(J)H(J)(s)] - '  ~- N(J+I)(s)/A(J+I)(s) 
(21b) A(J+ ~) = A(J) _ BK(J) 
Set j := j + 1. 
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SteD 5: If all the optimal closed-loop eigenvalues have been assigned, then let L = j - 1 and go 
to Step 6; else, go to Step 2. 
Step 6: The final closed-loop system is A (L) with its total optimal feedback gain being K = 
~-,~=l K(O" This gain is optimal with respect o the performance index in (2) for the weighting 
matrices Q = )'~L=l Q(i) and R. 
5. I LLUSTRATIVE  EXAMPLE 
Consider the multivariable system in (1) with 
[ 11  24:1 [1,] 
A = 0.4 -1.0 , B = -1  -1  (22a) 
1.45 -0.9 -1.65J  1 -1  
Then, 
[ - ( s  + 2)(8 + 6.2) s 2 +68 + 0.76 ] 
I i_(8+2.2)(s+2)_(8~_1.4s+7.68)l (225) 
H(s) = N(s) IA(s )  = ~ L (~ + 2)(8 - 1.8) - ( s  2 - 1.68 + 0.04) j
and A(s) -- ( s -~ l ) ( s -A2) (s -ha)  with A1 = -2  and A2,a-  -0 .2+j2 .  It is desired that 
the complex conjugate eigenvalues be moved to certain specified locations in the s-plane while 
keeping the eigenvalue at -2  invariant. 
Following the design procedure, we let j - 1, AO) - A, HO)(s) -- H(s), g( l ) (s)  = g(s) ,  
A(1)($) = A(S) and AI l) = Ai (i = 1, 2, 3). The input weighting matrix is assigned as R = I2. 
The eigenvalue A~ t) is also the invariant closed-loop eigenvalue al .  These are defined according to 
our notation as (A~-) (1) = a~ 1) and (A+,2) (1) -- AO, ) = -0.24-  j2. Also, AID(s ) = A~l,)(s)= s + 2 
and A(~D(s) = 82+ sis +no = s~+ 0.48 + 4.04. The block eigenvectors Mr (t) and My (t) associated 
with (~-)(1) and (~+)(t) for i = 1,2, respectively are 
[i] [i :] Mr O) = [(M~') O)1 = , and M O) - [(M+)O),(M+)(D l - 1 (23a) 
The desired block eigenvector ~/(t) can be obtained from the inverse of the modal matrix. 
[Mr('1 7-1/4 1/2 1/4 1 
= = L 1/2 0 -1/2 / [Mr(1)'il'l(1)]-I [3~/~(1)J -1/4 112-3/4] (23b) 
Then, from (16a) 
LxC'~LXC,(-,) = ~c l )Cg)Ao) ( -~ ) + drW(8)Wr(-8)d Cv % ] (~v (24a) 
with d T = [dl, d2] and 
Note that 
where 
[:I: + ] _  
drW(s)wT( -s )d  = -s2( f l (dt ,  d2)) + f2(dz, d2) 
f l (dl ,  an) = 2d 2 + d 2 + 2did2 and f2(dl, d2) = 4.88dI + 7.24d 2 - 8.72did2 
(24b) 
(24c) 
(24d) 
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(1) Exact eigenvalue placement: 
Let the desired closed-loop system have eigenvalues at -3  and -4 ,  i.e., a~ 1) = -3 ,  a (i) = -4  
and A~l)(s) = s 2 + cis + co = s ~ + 7s + 12. The non-linear equations in (17) become 
25 = -7.92 + 2d~ + d~ + 2dtd2 (25a) 
144 = 16.3216 + 4.88d~ + 7.24d~ - 8.72did2 (25b) 
A solution for the above equations is d(1) = [4.412,-0.745] T. Now, the state weighting matrix is 
given by 
5.72 -0.89 -3 .94]  
Q(1) __ -0.89 0.14 0.61 (25c) 
-3.94 0.61 2.71 
The feedback gain K (1) can be determined using (8c). This is illustrated in the following. For 
the closed-loop eigenvalue c~ 1) : -3 ,  we can obtain the closed-loop eigenvector as ~1) as follows: 
and 
Similarly, for a (1) 
[h(1) (-- Ot(1)2 ) i(1) ( Or(l)2 )R+ (N(1))T( - -  a~l))Q (1)N(1) (c~(l)2)]w~(1) 
p~l) : A(I)fQ(I)/w(I ) ~ ,  2  2 : [1,--0,708] T
~1) = N(1)rot(1)lw(1 ~  2 J .~ : [ -0.763,-1.18,-1.233] T 
= -4,  
: 02×1 (26a) 
(26b) 
(26c) 
p(1) = [1,--0.778] T, and ~(1) = [ -0.27,-0.52,-0.79]  T 
Then, the state-feedback gain K (1) becomes 
K( U _[O~x1,p~1),,,(Ulrr^,¢-~(1) (i) ¢(1)l_, 
1.515 -0.003 -1.51 
The optimal closed-loop system is 
(26d) 
Ac = A (2) = A (1) - BK  (1) 
-2.64 -0.83 -1.021 
= 0.54 -1.28 -1 .98[  (26e) 
4.33 -0.63 -5 .08J  
with its eigenvalues being a(Ac) = { -2 , -3 , -4} .  The final closed-loop system has eigenvalues 
at assigned positions with the eigenvalue at -2  being invariant and the optimal feedback gain in 
(26d) minimizes the quadratic performance index in (2) for R = Is and Q = Q(1) in (25c). Solving 
the Riccati equation in (4) with (A, B), Q in (25c) and R =/2 ,  the feedback gain obtained using 
(3) was the same as given in (26d), thus confirming the optimality of the closed-loop system Ac. 
(2) Regional eigenvalue placement 
For the system in (22), let the desired closed-loop poles be such that they lie within a cone 
tan - l{ Im(s ) /Re(s )}  = +0, 0 = 60 °, with the eigenvalue at -2  being kept invariant as before. If 
A(~I,)(s) = s2+els+co ,  then from (13) the condition to be satisfied by the coefficients for the roots 
of A~,)(s) to lie within the desired cone is c~ _> c0. Choose d (1) (d~ and d2) such that co, e~ > 0 
and c~ _> co. Let dl = 0.5 and d2 = 1.5. Then, from (17) Cl = 2.6035 and co = 5.224. It can 
be noted that the conditions on the coefficients are satisfied. The assigned closed-loop system is, 
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A(1,)(s) = s 2 -I- 2.60358 + 5.224 with a(1 ) -- -1.30175 4- j l .878 (tan -1 {1.878/1.30175} - 55.2°). 
The corresponding state weighting matrix and the optimal state-feedback gain are 
[ 0.015 -0.094 0.172 ] 
Q = / -0 .094 0.56 -1 .03 |  (27a) 
L 0.172 -1.03 1.89 J 
[-0.063 -0.42 0.91 ] 
K = [ 0.47 -0.13 -0.21 (27b) 
The closed-loop system A-  BK  has its eigenvalues at -2 and -1.30175 4-jl.878 and the corre- 
sponding feedback gain in (27b) is optimal with respect to the performance index in (2) for Q in 
(27a) and R =/2 .  
6. CONCLUSION 
A sequential method based on the frequency-domain optimality condition has been developed 
for the design of MIMO systems so that the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system are placed 
in a specified region in the complex plane and a quadratic performance index is simultaneously 
minimized. In this proposed approach, at each recursive step, an intermediate state weighting 
matrix (of unit rank) containing some invariant eigenvectors of that open-loop system matrix is 
determined based on the closed-loop poles assigned at that step. This allows the retention of 
some stable open-loop eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. The retention of poles assures 
that the poles already lying in the regions of interest (prescribed by relative stability) will not 
be assigned elsewhere again. Exact pole assignment and placement of poles in specified regions 
of the s-plane (pertaining to relative stability) are also discussed. 
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